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Diffusion of photoexcited carriers in graphene
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(Received 24 May 2012; accepted 1 October 2012; published online 11 October 2012)

The diffusion of electron-hole pairs, which are excited in an intrinsic graphene by the ultrashort

focused laser pulse in mid-IR or visible spectral region, is described for the cases of peak-like or

spread over the passive region distributions of carriers. The spatio-temporal transient optical

response on a high-frequency probe beam appears to be strongly dependent on the regime of

diffusion and can be used for verification of the elasic relaxation mechanism. Sign flip of the

differential transmission coefficient takes place due to interplay of the carrier-induced contribution

and weak dynamic conductivity of undoped graphene. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4759034]

The electron energy spectrum of graphene has been char-

acterized from marnetotransport, optical, and photoemission

measurements; see reviews in Refs. 1–3, respectively. How-

ever, the relaxation and generation-recombination mecha-

nisms are not verified completely at present time. For

example, the question of a momentum relaxation mechanism

remains controversial in spite of many studies (see review in

Refs. 4 and 5). An additional information on elastic relaxation

can be found from optical response under non-uniform

pumping. It was demonstrated recently6,7 that a diffusion of

photoexcited carriers during short time intervals can be inves-

tigated by the all-optical measurements using the focused

pump and probe beams which are shifted in the spatio-

temporal domain. A theoretical study of the charge diffusion

process is not performed yet (only the spin diffusion, which is

determined by a slow spin-flip scattering, is investigated8),

and the results of Refs. 6 and 7 remain unclear.

In this letter we study the spatio-temporal evolution of

electron-hole pairs after excitation by the focused laser pulse.

Such an evolution is governed by the energy-dependent diffu-

sion of carriers caused by the elastic scattering. We analyze

the case of weak intercarrier scattering, when a peak-like dis-

tribution after mid-IR pumping (the energy relaxation via

acoustic phonons is negligible up to nanosecond time scale

and the carrier-carrier scattering should not be effective for

low and moderate pumping levels) and a distribution spread

over the passive region, with energies less than the optical

phonon energy, after excitation by a visible pulse takes place.

The diffusion processes appear to be different for these cases,

and it is possible to extract characteristics of elastic scattering

in low- and high-energy regions using this approach. The

description of the optical response is performed within the

local approach if the spatio-temporal scales of carrier evolu-

tion exceed the wavelength and period of radiation. It is im-

portant that evolution of the transmission coefficient in the

high-frequency region is determined by the spatio-temporal
evolution of the carrier energy density because of the gapless

energy spectrum with linear dispersion laws (see Refs. 2 and

9). Due to this, we have analyzed the diffusion processes

for distributions of concentration and energy. In addition, the

differential transmission (reflection) coefficient depends both

on the carrier-induced contribution under investigation and

on the weak dynamic conductivity of undoped graphene due

to the virtual interband transitions. Such interplay leads to a
sign flip of the relative transmission which depends on probe

frequency and on spatio-temporal evolution of photoexcited

carriers. Similar phenomenon was analyzed for the case of

homogeneous geometry in the response on mid-IR probe.9

Recently, a sign flip of the spatio-temporal response was

observed in the near-IR spectral region,7 but a mechanism of

this peculiarity was not clarified.

The spatio-temporal evolution of carriers after ultrafast

non-uniform photoexcitation is described by the same distri-

bution functions for electrons and holes fxpt ’ fxpt þ Dfxpt.

Here we took into account an effective momentum relaxation

and separated the weak asymmetric part of distribution,

Dfxpt � �ðvp � rxÞfxpt=vp, where �p is the momentum relaxa-

tion rate and vp ¼ tp=p is the velocity of carriers written

through t ¼ 108 cm=s. The symmetric distribution fxpt is

governed by the kinetic equation10

@fxpt

@t
þ ðvp � rxÞDfxpt ¼

X
r

JrðfxtjpÞ; (1)

where the overline means the averaging over p-plane angle

and the collision integrals JrðfxtjpÞ describe the energy relax-

ation of carriers via inelastic scattering and the generation-

recombination processes. For the ultrafast excitation regime,

when the pulse duration sex is shorter in comparison to the

diffusion and relaxation times, Eq. (1) should be considered9

with the initial condition at t � sex ! 0

fxp;0 ¼ �xsexD
2tp� �hX

c

� �
; �x ¼

p
�hc

eExt
X

� �2

: (2)

Here �x is the interband frequency of transitions due to the

in-plane electric field Exwtexpð�iXtÞ þ c:c: written through

the spatio-temporal modulated field strength Exwt with the

temporal form-factor wt of duration sex. The Gaussian form-

factor DðzÞ ¼ expð�z2Þ=
ffiffiffi
p
p

describes the broadening of

interband transitions determined by the phenomenological
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Performing the averaging over p-plane in the left-hand

side of Eq. (1), we write the kinetic equation through the

p-dependent diffusion coefficient Dp as follows:

@

@t
� Dpr2

x

� �
fxpt ¼

X
r

JrðfxtjpÞ; Dp ¼
t2

2�p
: (3)

Below we fit Dp through the momentum relaxation rate �p

determined by the model of scattering by finite- and short-

range disorder, �p ¼ ðtdp=�hÞ½Wðplc=�hÞ þ t0=td�.11 Here

Wðplc=�hÞ is a form-factor describing the finite-range scatter-

ing with the correlation length lc. The characteristic velocities

td or t0 correspond to finite- or short-range scattering contri-

butions, respectively. Using this fit of �p and the conductivity

measurements,12,13 we plot the diffusion coefficient as it is

shown in Fig. 1. Since the density of states and �p vanish at

p! 0, one obtains Dp / p�1 in the low-energy region. In the

high-energy region, at plc=�h > 1, the dependency of Dp on tp
becomes weaker due to an interplay between finite- and

short-range scattering mechanisms. The characteristic energy

t�h=lc is about 83 meV and 125 meV for lc ¼7.5 nm12 and

5 nm.13 The corresponding diffusion coefficients are deter-

mined by Dc �145 cm2/s for parameters of Ref. 12 or Dc �50

cm2/s and 78 cm2/s for parameters of Refs. 13(a), 13(b), and

13(c), respectively. As a result, diffusion coefficient exceeds

103 cm2/s for energies less 50 meV and this estimate should

increase for high-mobility samples.

For the case of mid-IR pumping, if �hX is less than the

intra- and intervalley optical phonon energies �hxC and �hxK ,

the distribution can be used as the initial condition. For the

case of pumping in the visible (or near-IR) spectral region, the

initial peak (2), formed in the active region tp� �hxK=2, is

transformed into a set of peaks in the passive region after a

fast cascade emission of optical phonons.14 As a result, the

form-factor DðzÞ in Eq. (2) should be replaced by the factor

~D
tp

c

� �
¼
X
kCkK

aðkC; kKÞD
tp� EkCkK

c

� �
� D: (4)

Here kC and kK are numbers of optical phonons emitted, EkCkK

is the final energy of peak in the passive region corresponding

to the kC; kK-channel, and the coefficient aðkC; kKÞ is deter-

mined by the ratio of emission rates for C and K-modes. If

X=xC;K � 3 the number of emission channels exceeds 20 and

the initial distribution spreads over the passive region. One

can replace ~DðzÞ by the constant D � 0:15� 0:2 if c �
20 meV exceeds the interpeak energies in Eq. (4).

If a diffusion time scale is shorter than the quasielastic

energy relaxation scale in the passive region, tp < �hxK=2,

then we consider the collisionless Eq. (3) with the initial con-

dition (2) or fxpt¼0 ¼ �xsexD for the mid-IR or visible pump-

ing cases, respectively. Using the Gaussian initial distribution

we write the solution as

fxpt ¼
fxpt¼0

�
ðDÞ
p tþ 1

exp � x

lex

� �2 �
ðDÞ
p t

�
ðDÞ
p tþ 1

" #
; (5)

where �
ðDÞ
p ¼ 4Dp=l2

ex is the energy-dependent diffusion rate.

For the mid-IR photoexcitation at energy �hX=2 we use this so-

lution and the definitions for concentration and energy density

nxt

Ext

����
���� ¼ 2

p�h2

ð1
0

dpp
1

tp

����
����fxpt: (6)

As a result for the Gaussian distribution of pumping intensity

with the lateral size �lex, when Ex / exp½�ðx=lexÞ2=2� and

�x ¼ �Rexp½�ðx=lexÞ2�, one obtains the concentration

nxt ¼
nR

�Xtþ 1
exp �ðx=lexÞ2

�Xtþ 1

" #
(7)

and the energy density Ext ¼ �hXnxt=2 where we use �X

	 �ðDÞp¼pX at pX ¼ �hX=2t. For typical samples,11–13 and CO2

laser pumping with �hX ’ 140 meV, one obtains the diffusion

coefficient Dp¼pX ¼ 1300� 650 cm2=s. The characteristic

concentration nR is about 2
 1012 cm�2 under pumping in-

tensity �10 MW=cm2. The spatio-temporal evolutions of nxt

and Ext are identical for the monoenergetic distribution of

carriers because the energy relaxation is omitted here.

For the case of visible (near-IR) photoexcitation, the nu-

merical integration of Eq. (6) should be performed over the

passive region, tp < �hxK=2. Using the approximation (4),

we rewrite the integrals (6) as follows:

nxt

Ext

����
���� ’ n

U1ðx=lex; t=sDÞ
ðt�h=lcÞU2ðx=lex; t=sDÞ

����
����;

Ukðx; tÞ ¼
ðym

0

dyyk

1þ 2t=vy

exp � x2

1þ 2t=vy

 !
;

sD ¼
lex

t

� �2 td

lc
; vy ¼

I1ðy2Þ
y2expðy2Þ þ

t0

td
:

(8)

Here n ’ 2�RsexD=pl2c , the relaxation rate �p is written

through the first-order Bessel function of an imaginary argu-

ment, I1ðzÞ11 and the dimensionless cut-off energy is intro-

duced as ym ¼ xKlc=2t.

Spatio-temporal evolution of concentration and energy

density from the initial Gaussian distribution is plotted in

Fig. 2 for typical correlation lengths12,13 at t0=td ¼ 0:05.

Quenching of energy density from initial Gaussian distribu-

tion at t¼ 0 becomes faster in comparison to concentration if

the correlation length [and ym in Eq. (8)] increases, cf., Figs.

2(a) and 2(b). The radial shape of the photoexcited spot

transforms from Gaussian to a Lorentz-like distribution and

a visible spreading takes place at time scales �0:1sD with sD

FIG. 1. Dimensionless diffusion coefficient Dp in units Dc ¼ t2lc=2td versus

energy tp in units t�h=lc for t0=td ¼0.035 (1), 0.05 (2), and 0.065 (3).

Dashed curve, Dp / p�1, corresponds to the short-range scattering case.
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varying between 3 and 8 ps for the pumping sizes lex ’ 300

�500 nm.

The contribution of interband transitions of nonequili-

brium carriers (described by the distribution fxpt) to the

response on probe radiation of frequency x is described by

the addendum to the dynamic conductivity (see Refs. 2 and 9;

here k! þ0 and px 	 �hx=2t)

Drxtx ¼
ie2

p�hpx

ð1
0

dppfxpt
1

px � pþ ik
� 1

px þ pþ ik

� �

� i
e2�h

tp3
x

Ext: (9)

The right-hand-side approximation is written for the high-

frequency region, where ReDr ¼ 0 and Drxtx / x�3 is

determined through the energy density Ext introduced by

Eq. (6). It is essential that Drxtx and transient optical

response is determined through energy (not concentration)

evolution. Here we used the local approximation because fxpt

varies slowly over wavelength distances and times �2p=x.

Finally, using the results on spatio-temporal evolution

of energy density given by Eq. (7) and shown in Fig. 2 we

calculate the differential transmission coefficient for the

above described regimes of photoexcitation. For the case of

normal incidence of probe radiation, the transmission coeffi-

cient is given by2,15,16

Txtx ¼
4
ffiffi
�
p

j1þ
ffiffi
�
p
þ 4prxtx=cj2

’ T þ DTxtx: (10)

Below we use rxtx ’ e2=4�hþ irx þ Drxtx written through

Drxtx and a weak contribution to the dynamic conductivity of

undoped graphene due to the virtual interband transitions, rx.

This contribution is fitted below as rx � ðe2=�hÞ ðem=�hx�
�hx=eiÞ with the characteristic energies em � 0:08 eV and

ei � 6:75 eV.16 Within the second-order approach with

respect to Imrxtx the differential transmission coefficient

takes the form

DTxtx

T
� � 4p

c

� �2
2rx þ ImDrxtx

ð1þ
ffiffi
�
p
þ pe2=�hcÞ2

ImDrxtx: (11)

Both, / E2
xt and / Ext, contributions may be important here

depending on an interplay between rx and Drxtx for the

high-frequency region described by the right-hand side of

Eq. (9). Because of an interplay between rx and Drxtx con-

tributions to DT=T, a sign flip with decreasing of x is possi-

ble, see below.

Spatio-temporal evolution of the differential transmis-

sion coefficient is calculated below for the two regimes of

photoexcitation with Ext given by Eqs. (7) and (8), respec-

tively. We consider the single-layer graphene with lc ¼ 10 nm

which is placed on SiO2 with
ffiffi
�
p
’ 1:46. In Figs. 3(a)–3(c)

we plot DTxtx=T for probe energies 1-0.6 eV and concentra-

tion nR � 2
 1012 cm�2. The temporal scale is determined

by ��1
X � 1:6 ps if lex � 10 lm. At high frequencies, when

rx < 0, the ratio DTxtx=T > 0 as it is shown in Fig. 3(a). A

weak response with sign flip DTxtx=T takes place for an inter-

mediate frequency region as it is shown in Fig. 3(b) and the

ratio DTxtx=T < 0 for the low frequencies, when rx > 0.

Peak value of jDTxtx=Tj decreases with frequency before and

after the sign flip region and essential spreading of response

takes place at t > 0:5=�X. Since the photoinduced concentra-

tion increases under visible excitation (we use here

n � 1014 cm�2), jDTxtx=Tj also increases up to 10�4, see

Figs. 4(a)–4(c) plotted for the spectral interval 1.4-0.8 eV.

With increasing concentration the sign flip of jDTxtx=Tj shifts

to higher energies �hx � 1 eV, but the shape of the response

is similar to that shown in Fig. 3. Essential spreading of spot

takes place at t > 0:3sD.

The behavior of DTxtx=T at different probe frequencies

under the near-IR excitation (or the differential reflection

coefficient15) is in qualitative agreement with the spatio-

FIG. 2. Normalized distribution of concentration and energy density (solid

and dashed curves; E 	 nt�h=lc) versus dimensionless coordinate x=lex

plotted for the time interval ð0; sD=2Þ and different correlation lengths, lc

¼ 5 nm (a) and 10 nm (b).

FIG. 3. Spatio-temporal evolution of differential transmission coefficient for

the mid-IR pumping case [energy density evolution is determined by Eq.

(7)] at probe energies �hx ¼ 1 eV (a), 0.78 eV (b), and 0.6 eV (c).
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temporal dependencies of Ref. 7. Numerical estimates for

the spatio-temporal scales in Fig. 4 (where lex and sD are

about lm and ps, respectively; see above) are in good agree-

ment with the experimental data. Thus, no other extra factors

should be introduced in order to explain the sign flip pecu-

liarities observed in Ref. 7. But an exact quantitative com-

parison requires a special treatment of sample parameters

(e.g., doping level or parameters of substrate) and additional

measurements including the spectral dependencies on pump

and probe frequencies. In addition, the approximations used

(effect of different relaxation mechanisms on distribution of

carriers9,14 and simplified description of rx
16) should be fit-

ted to experimental conditions. Thus, a special investigation

should be performed for a complete study of the diffusion

processes under ultrafast optical pumping.

Summarizing, the recent experiment and the theory

developed here demonstrate a way for verification of the mo-

mentum relaxation rate in the high-energy region, up to the

optical phonon energy. These results are also important for

the study of heating and saturation effects under an inhomo-

geneous pumping.2,14
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FIG. 4. Spatio-temporal evolution of differential transmission coefficient for

the pumping in visible range (energy density evolution is shown in Fig. 2) at

probe energies �hx ¼ 1:4 eV (a), 1 eV (b), and 0.8 eV (c).
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